
Chap 14
Team Trial

Xavier: Previously on Spike Adventures, Ceo Jimson came by to Spike completely Uninvited
and in needing to find Spike and his friends for help telling him and the pals that Tyler aka “Fat
Rat” was still alive somehow by the 2nd accident kill by Spike himself and Tyler planned to steal
the money of the neighborhood, While Spike totally agreed to help Ceo and the team went down
to stop Tyler which was successful and gave the money back to its owners and after a Victory
Feast Ceo made the most interesting Request, Will he Join Oddpair, Will Sadie actually Accept
Ceo, Let's find out In “Trial”.

Recap:
Ceo: Hmm… you know what I decided *Grinning*.

Jimmy: On what?

Ceo: Spike?

Spike: Yeah what's up?

*Ceo sits back down and Leans a bit forward putting his leg up on top the other leg*.

Ceo: Let me Join your Team.

*Silence fills the room until everyone finally said words but it was together*.

Everyone: WHAT!?!?!

Sadie: HOLD IT! You can't just ask to Join!

Ceo: And Why not?

Jimmy: Because after what happened in that whole room you think we would let a Loose
Cannon like you join our team?

Ceo: Hey those Rats were gonna kill us they kinda deserve to die you need to get over it.

Shanks: Everyone calm down!

Sadie: Don't tell me to f**king calm down! *Yells*.

Joseph: Arf arf arf!!

Chungs: Everyone chill why don't we calmly suggest-.



Jimmy: We ain't Suggesting sh*t!

Q: Oi! I don't know why you guys are having an argument about but it's noisy and it sounds like
bullsh*t and I'm trying to eat.

Sadie: Your not in this conversation, you're not in this little group!

Q: Excuse me? *Mad* Honey I'm half owner of this house I advice to choose your next words
very carefully.

Jimmy: Q dont even!

Q: Yay or what!?

Chungs: Guys please calm down!

Ceo: Look, I made up my mind.

Shanks: Look why do you want to join.

Ceo: I don't need a reason.

Sadie: See its all Bullsh*t I knew it!

*Then more And more the team was getting rowdy as they argued more and more but to Spike
he was trying to get annoyed until there was anger building Until*.

Spike: STOP!!!!!!!!!!!

*Spike shouted so loud it caused the whole room to be silent as they were surprised spike was
this angry before*.

Spike: “Ahem” Look I can see the tension in the team and listen we all can't be at each others
throats like this and your right it is weird for Ceo to join us so sudden.

Jimmy: Thank you S-.

Spike: I'm not done dammit! *Yelled* Anyway how about instead of yelling and arguing we settle
This like Grownups we do “A Voting”.

Sadie: A Vote? Seriously…

Spike: Why not infact we'll do a “Team Trial”.



Everyone:...

Spike: Ceo will be put in trial and have to answer a few questions and then Around after all
those done we'll make the decision either he Joins or Doesn't, Sounds Fair?

Ceo: Honestly that is a good idea.

Joseph: Arwo!? Arf arf!

Ceo: Oh Pipe down I'm not against it I don't mind a Voting trial thing.

Jimmy: Spike I don't like this idea…

Spike: Well Deal with it infact I'll be the judge, Hold that thought *Zooms up to my bedroom
getting a Disguise Costume on ad I grab a Toy Hammer and hard box as I come down Dressed
up as a Judge* Hello I'm back, It is I Judge Spike at your Service Ready to Host our “Team
Trial”.

*Everyone looked at Spike completely speechless as Jimmy facepalm as he feels slightly
embarrassed to his best friend doing this*.

Chungs: Spike… what are you wearing?

Spike: It's a Court Judge Outfit Of course.

Sadie:...*Whispers* Does he know he is wearing a “Female's” Court Judge Outfit?

Q: *About to giggle but held my laughter back*.

Spike: Okay enough Talk, Ceo! Step forward.

*Ceo got up and said down on a little bench chair as it was Time for the Trial to being as
everyone was seated as well with Q wanted to join even though he isn't part of the Team at all*.

Spike: *Slams my Toy Hammer* May the Case of Ceo Joining in Oddpair now Commence Team
Trial I now I'm section!

Sadie: This is ridiculous…

Spike: Silence! Now then Ceo, I know you must be eager to join in to Team Oddpair but before
you even join us you must prove yourself “Trustworthy” So how this works you will be answered
by some Questions be Me [Judge Spike] and during those Questions are done us Team will
declare whether you join or don't, Everyone okay with that?



Chungs: I do your Honor! *Plays along*.

Jimmy: [Oh my god… He thinks it's Roleplay… Jesus] Fine.

Sadie: Hmm well I have no problem with it.

Q: Honestly I don't care, I'm just here for the Drama.

Shanks: Well sounds fair.

Joseph: *Groans pouting* Arf arf…*Sigh*.

Spike: Ceo do you agree with the terms?

Ceo: So I gotta answer some Questions, Alright sure, absolutely lay it on me but bare in mind I'll
only answer some of the questions I'm comfortable with.

Spike: Sorry but in this Trial you gotta be truthful to the Questions.

Ceo: [F**k Spike isn't playing but if it means to build trust then…] Okay fine fine I agree the
Terms I'll answer the best way I can.

Spike: Thank you, “Ahem” Question 1: Ceo what is your full name and where have you origin
from?

Ceo: [Ah simple one okay] Well To those who have no idea who I am well except Sadie I'll gladly
answer that, I am Ceo Jimson I'm a Mexican Wolf I used to live Mexico when I was a Cub raised
in a Clan Formed by my Parents.

Spike: Interesting… Tell me what happened to your parents?

Ceo: Oh what happened to them? Well I'll be honest My mother passed by a Ambush of
Hunters and well from that kinda Scared me that day worse I experienced but I got over it 3
weeks later.

Jimmy: You Just forget her just like that!? What the hell is wrong with you!

Spike: Order! *Slams hammer* Jim I didn't ask to comment or opinion The witness’s Story.

Jimmy: *Groans Frustrated*

Spike: Continue Ceo.



Ceo: Yes thank you your honor and after my Mother’s death growing up became hard for the
clan and my father and when my growth sprout kicked in I was being more Anthromatic instead
of Feralmatic and that kinda got me banished by my own father and I was 14 at that time.

Spike: That's horrible, have you heard of your dad at all?

Ceo: No I'm 20 now it's been years and i haven't seen him ever since, But around 6 days later of
my 14 years the hunters who killed my mom I found and well like normal tension eager of
vengeance i made a Strategic and Illegal move, I killed the Hunters.

-Memory 1-

Teenage Ceo: *Looks at the leader with glaring stare*.

Hunter leader:...Wha- what the hell are you?

Teenage Ceo: *Stabs the Leader’s Heart* Your Nightmare for killing my own Blood *Stabbed
deep*.

Hunter Leader: *Coughs blood fading in death*.

Ceo: “After I killed them and felt better I then saw something interesting, Tools and so what I did
would change my life forever and so I made a crazy idea, With my Creativity, Imagination, And
Hard work using blowtorch and the tools the hunters tried using from the scraps I built my First
weapon ever for hunting to survive”.

Teenage Ceo: *Smiled tests the fire power of my Wooden Pipe Built HandGun*

*The Handgun’s fire power was so strong it made the bullet zoom ricocheting on Trees until
timbering about 5 of them*.

Teenage Ceo: Oooo *Amazed as I take the bag of hunting supplies and stole the clothes of
Hunters tearing them up making them mine*.

Ceo: “And So I decided to survive on building more creative weapons. I been at it for 2 years
when growing up 16”.

-End of Memory 1-.

Sadie: And you think we are just gonna buy on your made up story?

Ceo: Hey who said it was Made up it really did happen it's why I make weapons.



Spike: No this is good and truthful thank you, Now Question 2 You said you have History with
Sadie “What kind of History?”

Ceo:...*Sighs* Okay I'll answer that one a bit different to do but I can answer It was when 18
after 2 years of 16 I found a Town in Mexico got a place to stay a bit then found out about
Srabury City and so arriving it first got used to the new city in 6 days and that's when I Met
Sadie and “Her”.

Jimmy: Her?

Sadie: Ugh this again…

Ceo: Mya Gardner *Smiled blushing* The most beautiful Arctic Wolf, Of course when we met I
was well a Homeless Wolf *Embarrassed*.

-Memory 2-.

Ceo: *Walking town the side walk both in Terence wood* Ugh man… what a pain so far no one
is interested in buying my things what a Total Drag I gotta figure something out… *Sighed
bummed*.

*Ceo then looked up to make sure he don't into people until he see 2 Girl walking and talking
one was a Horse and the Other was a Wolf and until then Ceo’s eyes glazed on the Pretty wolf*.

Ceo:...*Speechless looks blushing*.

Mya: Hey Sadie you know what would be absolutely amazing? If we go Japan together! Of
course I been thinking of Hotel first than-.

Sadie: Ugh… Mya baby girl please you know my Parents can really allow that type of thing to do
it's always “business this and Business that”.

Mya: Ugh… really I swear your Dad is so damn boring… But your mom would probably approve
though.

Sadie: Well… we'll see.

*Then the two girls finally took noticed of Ceo as he was looking at only Mya her alone*.

Sadie: Uhm excuse me can we help me? *Scoffs blowing my hair up*.

Mya: Hello here! Are you lost?

Sadie: Mya don't talk to him he’s a Scruffy Wolf.



Ceo: *Shakes my head snapping out of it* Hey! I'm not Scruffy how dare you *Points finger near
to Sadie’ Chin*.

Sadie: GROSS! You try touching me!? Do you know who I am?

Ceo: A Sassy Ass Bitch?

Sadie: !?, Ah! *Kicks Ceo’s Face*.

Mya: Ah Sadie! *Holds her back* Calm down!

Ceo: *Spits out a bit of blood* Ugh… ow.

Mya: Oh jeez I'm so sorry… *Gives my handkerchief whipping the blood off the mouth* There
we go *Smiled*.

Ceo: *Surprised as I blushed* Uhm… thank you, I'm uh Ceo.

*Ceo reaching his hand out like a Gentlemen*.

Mya: Ah Mya, Mya Gardener *Smiling* Hey, do you like to join us for coffee?

Sadie: You can't be serious Mya right?

Mya: Oh quiet Sadie I'm sure it's no problem

Ceo: Uh yay… yay yes! I would uhm love to *Smiling excited my tail wagging*.

-End of Memory 2-

Ceo: The First kindest girl to ever spawn to the earth she was the first to actually like my work
and my charms.

Chungs: Aw that's sweet.

Sadie: Objection! Furthermore there's more to it than just that when Ceo hit a One year of dating
MY best friend.

Spike: *Slams my Toy hammer* Order! Now Sadie I'm sure Ceo would love to speak for himself
yes?

Ceo: Actually yes I will tell of what Sadie means, see it was Anniversary Day when we met
together a year ago.



-Memory 3 Date: 3/21/22/-

Ceo: “The Day that was make us happy together I was gonna propose to her on our greatest
date night ever but alas due to the pricey shit that the restaurant I booked a month ago I couldn't
get money for a Ring and so I did what i did”.

*At the Rings/Glamour*.

Women Staff: Hello Sir, how can I help you?

Ceo: Oh hey uh listen you think it's okay if I have a Ring?

Women Staff: Oh why of course what will it be.

Ceo: Glass please.

*The Women staff got a Pearl glass ring with gold circle to the ring*.

Women Staff: That will be 299.89 sir *Smiled*.

Ceo: Oh… *Holds out only a 87* This is all I have…

Women Staff:...I'm sorry I can't give you this ring.

Ceo: Cmon I beg of you this is all I have it's a special night and I don't want to ruin it for Mya…

Women Staff: Sir please I advice you to leave right now…

Ceo: *Growls like a wolf as I pull out a gas mask and using a Device which a push of a button
released my own Sleepy Gas*.

*Then the people inside were all inhaling it as they all were fallen asleep as Ceo takes the ring
stealing it and ran off with it get to the restaurant not wanting to be late, And around when he
arrived on time*.

Mya: *Waits for Ceo* Where is he…?

Ceo: Mya! *Pants making it as my suit and tie was messy* Ugh… sorry I got a bit late I uh ran
into some trouble.

Mya: Oh its okay Ceo *Smiled* I was about to order-.

Ceo: Wait before you do! I uh have something for you.. *Smiling*.



*As Ceo was about to pull out the ring there were Sirens of the cops outside*.

Scrap: HALT YOU FIEND YOUR COMPLETELY SURROUNDED NO USE OF RUNNING
COME OUT WITH YOUR HANDS UP *Megaphone*.

Mya: Ceo! What's going on?

Ceo: Sh*t… Uh Mya wait i-i could explain.

Mya: *Sees the Ring Case* Where did you get that?

Ceo: Oh I uh… it was your gift I uh wanted to propose but I was short after the booking I had no
choice but it's okay I can make it back to them *Smiling*.

*Mya stepped back completely speechless by Ceo’s Selfish actions*.

Mya: You stole… the ring to propose to me? *Angry*.

Ceo: I didn't hurt anyone I just use Sleeping gas I would never hurt anyone you know me.

Mya:...*Grabs my necklace throwing it on the ground* Get out of my face…

Ceo: Wha… Mya?

Mya: LEAVE! *Slaps him*.

*Ceo’s face was surprised as he dropped the ring case as that was a sign he was dumped and
after the police forced inside the Restaurant they arrested Ceo for theft of a Ring*.

-End of Memory 3-.

Ceo: And so after that my world was crumbling and I had to spend a year in Jail for a Year…
and Mya and I broke up Of course when Sadie came by and yelled by the Jail phone I told her
to fuck uh and… well.

*Sadie shows her left boob scar claw by Ceo which shocked everyone in the whole room*.

Sadie: “This” is what he did to me.

Ceo: I was very angry at that time and I was calm after a Year and I tried to Atone my mistake
and kept working my way back up and I felt horrible of my past mistakes, mean Sh*t I had
nothing better to do I was alone for a few months I lost so much I hurt Mya so bad I wanted to
call Sadie to tell me but she couldn't tell me anything all she said Mya and Sadie Split.



Jimmy: Sadie… is that true?

Sadie: Sadly yay we both argued and we both ended our friendship after some plans to go
around the world and I said no because my parents and then she got upset and ran off and I
wanted to tell her I was sorry but she didn't want to hear it from me.. Now you see why your a
Piece of Sh*t Ceo this is all YOUR fault!

Ceo: *My Ears down sad as I turn my head away*.

Spike:....Well okay then now Ceo I have one final Question, Truth why do you really want to join
the Team?

Ceo: *Looks up sad until losing that sad face* I wanted to join because I well been alone for a
while and I want to change and from that I really want to join because well you guys are the only
ones besides Sadie too… Like me I mean Spike when we met at the Card Tournament I thought
it was a Boring time there with nothing interesting until I met you, and when I had my pals told
me the stuff you could do it was impressed, Normally I thought it be uncool if I happen to well
meet face to face but after when Tyler stole from me I well decided to acted well cool to you and
ask for help.

Spike: *Stares and Smiles* Well okay atleast that's good honesty okay then Team Gather in
Jim’s room to discuss a few things Ceo stay here here incase your bored *Gives a Handheld
Game* Don't Break it its my Gameboy *Smiled*.

Ceo: Wow thank you [So Kind…]

*Then as the team goes into Jimmy's room to discuss of the 3 questions and Ceo's Answers*.

Sadie: This is your room?

Jimmy: Yes… do not touch my Potions or my big black pot of brewing, *Sits on bed*.

Spike: So we got the Questions and everything and so, Thoughts?

Sadie: His First Question seemed Hard to believe but the 2nd Part of the half of what he told
you was all true do I need to say more.

Shanks: Well he did mean it too When he realized he regretted everything that happened so
technically he wasn't lying of it completely.

Sadie: So what are we letting him join? No way! I don't trust me at all, Hell no he can Eat me
Ass!



Jimmy: I agree with Sadie I don't exactly trust Ceo I believe his story but after in the room of that
bloodshed… how can I trust someone who can quickly end a person in an instant…

Joseph: *Low Growl*.

Chungs: Hold let's think about this I know he made mistakes surely he wants to forget that tragic

Spike: Plus the tools I'll admit are very impressive as hell and I love them.

Shanks: Figures…

Spike: But in any way I think we can trust him.

Q: Well again I still don't care but I like his Schtick so I like him.

Spike: Okay so through all of that i know a way we can finally solve our conclusion let's go back.

*They team goes out of Jim’s room but Sadie stopped Shanks pulling him to her for an Ear*.

Sadie: *Whispers* I already made up my mind about Ceo you gotta trust me Shanks he doesn't
care believe me I know him… *Lets go off him*.

*The team returns back as Ceo gave back the gameboy*.

Spike: Thank you Ceo and now we have our ready conclusion end to your trial of judgment into
the Team and so we are gonna settle this of voting with Stamps, Team I have a Red and Green
stamps they are Black right now but when you use them they show Green and other Red, The
Red X means Ceo isn't joining but a Green Check mark means he is joining, Everyone plus me
and Q will vote to decide.

Jimmy: Huh!? How is that fair Q isn't in the team

Spike: He is part of the house in a way you're kinda half right and wrong Jimmy.

Q: Well okay I'll vote but again only here for the Juicy Drama *Smirks*.

Spike: Alright Let's begin the voting! When I call the name come up and stamp a blank pieces of
paper, Joseph.

*Joseph waking up to Spike as he jumped to the desk getting a stamp using his paw to stamp a
Paper*.

Spike: Okay sit down, Jimmy.



*Jimmy comes up stamping the piece and walking back*.

Spike: Chungs.

*Chungs gets the stamp and stamps on the Paper walking back*.

Spike: Myself *Stamps hard to pressure the texture of the stamp as I put one back* Q.

Q: *Floats to the Stamp using the Ink of the same putting it all over my face as I slam my head
in the paper and wiping off the ink off my face*.

Spike: Sadie.

*Sadie walks to the Stamp and Grabs on and stamps twice as she walks back*.

Spike: Finally Shanks.

Shanks: *Walks up to the stamps looking at them both as I exhale and blow slowly grabbing one
and about to stamp out the color until he changed his mind grabbing a Stamp and applying on
the Paper*.

Spike: Alright the votes are in, Ceo these 7 papers will be the fates decided by us are you
ready?

Ceo:...*Sighs nervous gulping* Yes!

Spike: Okay we are gonna go in order *Pulls out the paper of each* First Vote Red Paw by
Joseph.

Ceo: Wha? But I thought we were Dog Bonding?

Joseph: Arf Arf!

Ceo: *Mad pout*.

Spike: Second Vote…*Reveals* Red X by Jimmy.

Ceo: Okay seriously honest question am I That Invisible…

Jimmy: *Not saying anything as I glare*.

Spike: Third vote *Reveals* Green Check Mark by Chungs.

Ceo: Yes!



Sadie: What!?

Chungs: I’m sorry he did help us in that room of Mob Rats. I couldn't say no to it…

Spike: Anyways My vote which is 4th *Shows* Was Green.

Jimmy: Spike! What the hell!?

Spike: Ceo after hearing your story I felt how you feel and so for that you seem to be telling the
truth and not a liar and so I trust you.

Ceo: Thank you.

Spike: Q's Vote is *Reveals the 5th vote and shows a Green Face* Green.

Jimmy: Q! Why? *A bit if Tears*.

Q: Honestly nothing really I just think you need him plus he is kinda cool.

Spike: 6th Voting is by Sadie *Shows Red Stamps* Which doesn't count for 2 reds so it's one.

Sadie: It was to make sure the ink stays in.

Ceo: *Gulps actually nervous as I an tied to 3 voting*.

Spike: Shanks this is the last vote and this one belongs to you, And This decides Ceo's fate
either he Joins or Doesn't and so here it is *Pulls the paper*.

Sadie: *Smirking with Jimmy knowing Shanks made the right call*.

Jimmy: *Stares to the paper hoping it's red*.

Spike: *Got the Paper* Ceo…

Ceo: Yes..?

Spike: The last 7th vote is…

*Building up Suspense a bit until Spike flipping the paper showing Shank's Votes everyone
surprised as it shows Green*.

Spike: 4 Green's and 3 X's and so that's the Voting.



Everyone but Shanks and Q: WHAT!?!?

Sadie: Shanks! What the f**k!?

Shanks: Well I took in some thought and I said to myself “He would be useful for us in upcoming
threats That may come our way” Either way we need him.

Sadie: AH! This is Ridiculous!!!

Jimmy: OBJECTION!

Joseph: *Barks like crazy*.

Spike: *Slams my Toy Hammer* SILENCE! The decision is final, Ceo despite the odds of 4 to 3
you got 4 of the Team convinced And so *Takes off my Judge clothing* Trial is at an end! Ceo
Welcome to Oddpair.

*Ceo Smiled really great full as he shook Spike's hand with a Big grin*.

Ceo: I won't let you guys down I promise!

-Ceo Joins the Team-

Jimmy: No! This is unfair.

Sadie: Bullsh*t absolutely horrible!

Spike: Guys enough! Shanks already made his decision don't even try to dog like Ceo like that
he’s one of us so deal with it.

Ceo: I'm glad Spike… seriously thank you.

Spike: Absolutely just promise not to regret our decision okay?

Ceo: Trust me I don't plan too.

Spike: Good, Well I don't know about you guys it's getting late we should get some sleep.

Chungs: Yay I'm going home ill see ya tomorrow, Welcome to the family Ceo *Walks off*.

Shanks: *Walks up to Ceo* Don't make me regret my vote I'm serious *Walks off* Good night…

Sadie: *Scoffs* Enjoy it while it lasts Ceo… *Walks off pissed off*.



Spike: I'm sure she’ll get used to it, Anyway I'm off to bed night guys *Goes to my room*.

Ceo: Yay good night guys *Waves going off*.

*The Whole team leaves as Jimmy and Joseph were really unhappy*.

Jimmy: I can't believe this…

Q: Oh Shut up your acting like he will backstabbing us he wouldn't even try to do that so get
over it *Floats to my room in ceiling* Night.

Jimmy:....*Sighs walking to my room* Ugh I'm going to bed good night Joseph…

Joseph: Arf arf… *Walks to my bed and starts to sleep*

*Then the lights were off as every member Went to sleep but as for Ceo he smile finally making
a start to redeem his mistakes as he tries Calling Mya*.

Phone: -Ringing….Ringing-

*Suddenly the phone answered went through*.

Mya: Hello?

Ceo: Mya! Babe!

Mya: Ceo! Ugh *About to hang up*.

Ceo: Wait wait wait! I know I know I am not supposed to call you just please can't we talk?

Mya:...*Sighs* Make it quick…

Ceo: [Phew I saved quick] I want to let you know I'm doing good and everything is going well I
got to see Sadie again.

Mya: Oh… well how is she?

Ceo: Still well… hates me but don't worry I'm actually happy I well in a Team I think you may
know him from Social Media?

Mya: A Team? *Checks the topic news seeing one with a Blue Yoshi* Wait this guy?

*Mya sent the link to Ceo and smiled*.



Ceo: Yep that's him he isn't well a bad person he’s surprisingly kind he even made a friend with
me, and look I know you hate to see me but you should come back to Srabury city when your
done with your Blog around the world? I miss you…

Mya: Tch yay well “Maybe” I'll call back and I'm still waiting on an Apology for stealing for me to
obtain.

Ceo: I'll make it up you know that I just want to say in person.

Mya:...Goodbye Ceo.

Ceo: “Wait Mya-”.

*Mya Hangs up on Ceo leaning on the Hotel Balcony of Tokyo sighing looking at the phones of
me and Ceo happy together as I get mad deleting some of them until there was one or where
they first met and took the first photo as Mya saved that phone until she cried*.

Mya:...You idiot…

*Back in Srabury City*

Ceo: *Cries as I put my phone down as I layed in my bed* [You dumbass…].

*Oh both sides Mya and Ceo cried until they both went to sleep*.

Ceo and Mya: [How is this gonna work out…].

The End

Epilogue:

*Down in Berg Inc Sewers Scrap and Barnes were there at the scene of bloodshed of the
Cheddar rat’s Lair*.

Scrap: Jesus… Whoever did this was completely sick, absolutely disgusting.

Barnes: Well these bodies look fresh and no sign of the Leader too…

???: Chief Barnes I got something to show.

*Coming to them was a Big Lion with a Detective outfit with big Mane hair and Multicolor eyes*.

Scrap: Detective Angelo what did you find?



Angelo: I wasn't speaking to you tiny Mutt.

Scrap: *Gasps* Why you! *Growls mad*.

Barnes: Cool it Scrap, What is it?

Angelo: *Goes a bit of Green hair and some used fresh bullets* I found this there was some
loose Green Hair and used bullets.

Scrap: *Gasps* THAT HAIR ITS THE YOSHI’S

Angelo: Yoshi? *Eyebrow raised until gasping*.

-Flashback through Chap 9-.

Angelo: So did you had fun at the Card Tournament Kiddo?

Parker: I sure did Dad! And you won't believe it, I made a proper friend. He's super nice too. It
was a Blue Yoshi with Green Hair. His name was Spike. He was so kind he even helped me in
the Tournament.

Angelo: Ah Yoshi huh? Well that's something *Smiled laughing* Okay Kiddo time for bed.

Parker: Awww but Dad…

Angelo: No buts you been up through man hours you need sleep plus school is tomorrow.

Parker: Aww okay… *Walks to my room*.

Angelo: Good night Bud.

Parker: *Yawns* Good night Dad…*Went to sleep*.

*Angelo leaves Parker’s room and starts to wonder about the blue yoshi*.

Angelo: Blue Yoshi Huh? Hmm…

-End of Flashback-

Angelo: Spike…

Scrap: Excuse me?

Angelo: My Son mentioned him before he said his name was Spike.



Scrap: Spike? What a dumb name, Well whatever he did here he had done a serious crime and
he must be stopped!

Angelo: No not yet we should observe him first see if he is the real criminal of all this… I'll
handle him myself.

Barnes: Angelo be careful he us tricky one he is very speedy its hard to catch him.

Angelo: Don't ever doubt my skills Chief *Lights a Cigar blowing* I only care one thing to bring
justice and I'll see if what Parker said is true if this Spike us really a Friend or Foe *Serious
Glare*.

To be continued

Chap 15 Beach Day Sequel


